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Not so long ago... I found myself balancing precariously on a not-so-wide overpass railing... looking down
into oncoming traffic... that which was to be my "savior." It was a Wednesday night... "hump day" was
coming to a close... and I was dangling perilously on the backside of the hump... This time, it wasn't about
making it to Friday... it was about hanging onto life... and I couldn't do it anymore.

Suddenly, I was acutely aware of something next to me... something alive... Whatever this presence was
commanded my attention... so much so, I turned my head to look... His appearance didn't seem that
important... It was what I felt that captured my attention... warmth... solidity... caring... After what seemed
like an infinity... he said, "You look like you could use a cup of tea... Come... have some tea." And with that,
he offered his hand... and I took it.

For the moment, time stopped... Part of me sat on the overpass railing, poised to jump... pensively eying the
traffic below... while another part of me was walking away, hand-in-hand, with some man... whom I'd never
met... to an unknown place... to have a cup of tea...

author_bio: Karrie Wallen considers herself a scribe... recording the stories her soul has to share. Having
experienced the roles of public school teacher... union representative... and athletics coach... she now finds
herself listening evermore closely to her soul's dream... And what a dream it is... (www.karriewallen.com)
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From reader reviews:

Blair Kennedy:

Within other case, little men and women like to read book The Tea Room. You can choose the best book if
you want reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important any book The Tea Room. You can
add understanding and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, mainly because
from book you can recognize everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you may be
known. About simple thing until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we are able to open a
book or perhaps searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored stiff to
go to the library. Let's read.

Mildred Parker:

This book untitled The Tea Room to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, this is because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy that book in the book
retail store or you can order it by using online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more easily to read this book, because you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no
reason to your account to past this reserve from your list.

Ernest Bryan:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading
book thus. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
details. When you read a publication you will get new information simply because book is one of several
ways to share the information or maybe their idea. Second, examining a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially hype book the author will bring that you imagine the
story how the figures do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other people. When you read
this The Tea Room, you could tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours publication. Your
knowledge can inspire different ones, make them reading a book.

Philip Cooper:

This The Tea Room is brand new way for you who has fascination to look for some information since it
relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having bit of digest in reading this The Tea Room can be the light food for yourself because the information
inside this book is easy to get by anyone. These books create itself in the form which can be reachable by
anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in guide form make them feel sleepy
even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is no in reading a guide especially this one. You can find what
you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss this! Just read this e-book variety for
your better life and knowledge.
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